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The Changing Landscape of Payments
The payments sector is in the midst of rapid evolution, driven by a sharp uptick in
innovation, changing patterns in consumer consumption and a number of industry
initiatives and shifts in market conditions. Globally, Investment in Fintech ventures tripled
in 2014 to US$12 billion with Nigeria receiving about $216 Million or 2% of that between
2014-2016. With a signiﬁcant amount of growth ahead and a relatively large & youthful
population who make use of smartphones for almost everything, a lot of emphasis is
being placed on the development of unique solutions across payments, big data,
messaging, that address the needs of different size businesses ranging from retail and
small to medium sized enterprises, to wholesale and large corporates.

The Challenge with Payments in Nigeria
Currently, payments across all available channels (ACH, Checks, Wire, Cash, Cards and
Transfers) in Nigeria are processed in silos based on transaction format and clearing
method which was developed in response to operational and not business needs.
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In order to integrate the various channels and solve this problem, ARCA is introducing a
common order management system that will create opportunities for improved routing
and customer interactions, while also providing the necessary buffer for banks to
rationalize their payment management and gateway functions

New entrants are challenging the system
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The Future of Payments

ARCA Networks Overview
ARCA Networks is the provider of a payments interface system that provides a framework
for facilitating and accepting fast and guaranteed payments. The main function of ARCA’s
technology is to provide a future-proofed infrastructure for integrating various payments
service providers thereby facilitating a more inclusive payments ecosystem.
Core Payment Elements
•

Payer and Payee account and institution details for routing transaction

•

Authentication credentials (password, PIN, biometrics, CVV, etc. as required for
debit, can be bank provided or 3rd party provided by bodies such as NIMC)

•

Transaction amount.

•

Transaction reference.

•

Timestamp
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Our technology

Core Features of ARCA Infrastructure
•

Push i.e Instant Transfer and Pull Payments i.e Recurring Billing

•

Virtual Address (‘Username @ PSP Name’)
o

Account details identiﬁcation provided by payment service providers to
customers in order to facilitate transactions without need for exchanging
credentials. Addresses may be offered for “one time” use or for a speciﬁc
amount / limited time.

•

Transfer using single identiﬁer like National Identity Number “NIN”

•

Banks

•

Single Click 2 Factor Authentication

Strategic Importance of ARCA Infrastructure
API centric
•

Asynchronous: Requests and Responses sent via separate API Allowing the APIs to
work in a non-blocked mode.

•

Unique Transaction ID for every response

•

APIs exposed via HTTPS using XML input and output.
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Easily Adaptable - ISO 20022
Ensuring that parties to a transaction are provided with as much data as possible has
inﬂuenced ARCA’s decision to adopt IS0 20022 - A Flexible Framework of XML messaging
standards for developing multipart ﬁnancial messages across major ﬁnancial services
domains including payments, securities, Trade, Cards and FX. Given it’s improved
regulatory reporting and monitoring capabilities, ISO 20022 is enjoying widespread by an
increasing number of the world’s payments, clearing & settlement systems, which has led
to a growing interest from ﬁnancial institutions, corporations and ﬁnancial application
providers.

Flow of Messages

ISO 20022 vs. ISO 8583
Payment infrastructure in Nigeria is currently based on 8583 – the most prevalent
messaging standard for processing ﬁnancial transactions which helps electronic systems
read card data and related transaction information ONLY. ISO 20022 captures important
meta data that aggregates key information about stakeholders in the payments value
chain which creates a signiﬁcant opportunity for generating revenue from “Big Data” 1

extremely large data sets that may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends,
and associations, especially relating to human behavior and interactions. In the near
future, the impact of not adopting IS0 20022 will result in
•

Negative global perception of Nigeria as an outlier resistant to change

•

Lack of innovation as formats and systems are not on the same pace as other
markets in the world

•

Increased cost and inefﬁciencies of maintaining multiple formats and legacy
systems
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Global Momentum - Large international corporates and banks are actively adopting IS0
20022 and this is expected to continue.
Global Competition - Compatibility with the ISO 20022 format will enable Nigeria to remain
competitive with other global markets and clearing systems in other jurisdictions that are
adopting IS0 20022 messaging which will help in preserving the attractiveness of the Naira
as a currency for trade.
Cost Sayings & Processing Efﬁciency - Standardizing message formats allows for
consolidation of payment platforms at banks and corporations, which could promote
straight-through processing and drive down costs.
Consistent & Rich Data - The messaging format enables all parties to leverage a common
set of data dictionary elements and expands capacity to carry rich data in the payment
message
Expanded Cross Border Trade – It’s common format promotes ease of transacting
domestically and globally by using a single, open standard rather than multiple proprietary
standards as required for interoperability.
Future Prooﬁng Technology – The ﬂexible framework of the standard reduces the amount
of change required to bring innovative new products and services to market
Integrated Payables - single channel agnostic format supporting low value and high value
payments
“Value of Big Data” - ARCA’s solution will target adjacent markets, rather than the current
market thereby offering ways for clients to tap net new sources of revenue, rather than
simply focusing on competitors.
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Summary of ARCA Infrastructure

Payments
Partnering with ARCA Networks gives you a partner with global experience and
infrastructure that allows Banks, Government Agencies, Corporates, SME’s and Individuals
take advantage of various payment types that were previously not available to them based
on legacy infrastructure and costs associated.
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Capabilities
•

Authorities Financial Investigations

•

Bank Account Management

•

Bank to Customer Cash Management

•

Bank Services Billing

•

Change/Verify Account Identiﬁcation

•

Creditor Payment Activation Request

•

Cross-Border Transaction Currency Control Reporting

•

Exceptions and Investigations

•

Notiﬁcation to Receive

•

Payment Clearing and Settlement

•

Payments Initiation

•

Payments Mandates

•

Stand-alone Remittance Advice

Consumer and Retail Payments
•

Mobile Wallets

•

P2P Mobile Payments

•

Foreign Exchange and Remittances

•

Real time Payments

•

Digital Currency Solutions

Wholesale and Corporate Payments
•

Bank Payment Hubs

•

Supply Chain Finance (SCF)

•

Non-Traditional Lending

•

Digital currency-based solutions

Virtual Payments
•

Unique transaction mapping to speciﬁc identiﬁer (Person / Entity)

•

Global Identiﬁcation (National Identity Number and Mobile Number)

•

PSPs can provide customers with multiple virtual addresses

•

Collect and Pay Money
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•

Multiple payments pre-authorization using rule based access and ECS time
score authentication ECS one time secure authentication and

•

Standard API Set

•

1 click 2 factor authentication

Low Value Payments
•

Holistically visible and predictable

•

Control

•

Cost Savings

•

Increased Efﬁciencies

Cards
Flexible Future-proofed card management solution for acquiring and issuing local and
international debit and prepaid cards.
Capabilities
•

Acquirer to Issuer Card Transactions

•

ATM Management

•

ATM Card Transactions

•

Acceptor to Acquirer Card Transactions

•

Terminal Management

Trade Services
With Global Trade growth expected to accelerate by 3.6% in 2017, the importance of
staying ahead with best-in-class technology and strategies is not just important, it’s critical
ARCA’s technology will equip Intra and Inter-Trade stakeholders with unparalleled capacity
that will allow them manage expectations and grow.
Capabilities
Demand Guarantees and Standby Letters of Credit
Trade Services Initiation
Trade Services
Factoring Services
Trade Services Initiation
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Trade Services Management
Invoice Financing Request
Trade Services Initiation
Invoice Tax Report
Authorities
Trade Services Management
Trade Services Management
FX
Driving new customer experiences and capturing value across the $4.8 trillion FX market
becomes signiﬁcantly cheaper and more efﬁcient by integrating with ARCA.
Capabilities
•

Pre-Trade

•

Trade

•

Post-Trade

•

Clearing/Pre-Settlement

•

Settlement

•

Pricing/Risk/Report

•

Regulatory Reporting – Investor

Securities
End to end Transaction management of established and emerging securities including
Equities, Debt, Derivatives and cryptocurrencies i.e Bitcoin.
Capabilities
•

Preinvestment Decision

•

Pre-Trade

•

Trade

•

Post-Trade

•

Clearing & Settlement

•

Asset Servicing

•

Reconciliation

•

Collateral Management

•

Settlement

•

Pricing/Risk/Reporting
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•

Regulatory Reporting – Investor

•

Regulatory Reporting – Issuer

Beneﬁts to Banks
•

Secure

•

Payment basis single / unique Identiﬁer

•

Simple (Single Click 2FA)

•

Grow C2B (Customer to Business) & Digital Commerce (E-Com / M-Com) Segments

•

Integrate with Future Proofed Infrastructure

Beneﬁts to Merchants
•

Seamless Fund Collection From Customers via Single Identiﬁers

•

No Risk of storing customer’s virtual addresses like with cards

•

Access to unbanked / underbanked customers that don’t have debit/credit cards

•

In-App Payments

•

Single Click 2FA facility to the customer - seamless pull

Beneﬁts to End Users
•

Privacy - No need to share sensitive information as only virtual addresses are used

•

Multiple Utility - Splitting Bills / Payments to Merchants / International Transfers

•

One Click 2FA - customers can authorize transactions by sharing only their pin
o

Work Across Various Interfaces - Payments generated on web applications
can be authorized on mobile applications

•

Payment through NIN

•

Availability & Security - Customer makes transaction on personal mobile device
24hrs / 365 day a day

•

Low Value Payments
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